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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
}fan has been able to prolong his life, make material strides, 
uncover awe-inspiring nwsteries of the universe and, thus earn for 
himself a feeling of accomplishment in his ever-probing, curious, 
and imaginative mind. But he needs to probe individual endeavors 
for he cannot adapt himself to the ever changing environment. 
Victor Lowenfeld appropriately stated: 11Scientifically, we can 
comnrunicate with any part of the globe wi.thin split seconds; 
socially we cannot even reach our neighbors. 11 (1) 
Educators are developing an increasing sirr~licity towards 
education trends as a way of prep?-ring the individual in an ever 
changing world. This world demands creative thinking. Because of 
this change, emphasis is being placed upon education to promote 
creativity within our educational system. It is the opinion of 
mBny that the average person is being denied t he opportunities of 
using his creative powers to perceive, imagine, explore and invent. 
It is than the task of this study to explore the relationship 
of the measured creativity of teaching personnel in art to the 
measured creativity of the pupils in the respective teachers' 
classes. 
, 
(1) Yochim Louise "PEHCEPTUAL GRrn,rrn IN CREATIVITY " 
Pennsyivania : International Textbook Co:mpany-1967, pp. 17-21. 
2 
Puroose of Stud][ 
· The purpose of t his study is to examine possible relationships 
between the creative levels of the teacher and students as measured 
by the Torrance Test of Creative Thinl<'.ing, Figural Test A, and to 
determine if the creative levels of the teacher and students are 
significantly related and have an effect upon the qualities of the 
art produced. 
Justification of Study 
Educators are developing an awareness of the fact that 
education must be able to prepare the individual for an ever 
changing worl d by placing emphasis upon creative thinking. Stress 
is being placed upon schooling and formal education to promote 
creativity within our educc.tional systems. 
The changes that have occured still reflect tradi tion and the 
authoritative type educational process in the view of cer t ain 
writers . Linderrran and Herberholz in their book, DEVELOPING 
ARTISTIC AND P2RCEPTUAL AWAHENESS, aptly expressed this change. 
In a highl y standardized, mechanistic society 
loss of hUiran ri[ht s and dignities is 
threat ened by a lact of the individu,'.' 1 1 s 
opportunities t o create. Individual 
innovation is teing replaced by a mass-
mediocre-mindedness. (2) 
(2) Linder111..an, Earl W., Eerberholz, Donald W. --- "DEVELOPING 
ARTISTIC AND P:SRCEPTUAL AW.A..RENESS 11 Dubuque, Iowa : Wm. C. 
Brown Company-1964, p. 9. 
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The today's student is being denied the opportunities of using 
his many powers to perceive, imagine, explore and invent. Further 
support was stated by John W. Gardner in his book, SELF RENEWAL. 
For the self-renewing man the development of 
his own potentialities a'1d the process of 
self-discovery never end. Exploration of 
the full range of his potentialities is 
something he pursues systewatically, or at 
least avidly, to the end of his days. He 
looks forward to an endless and unpredictable 
dialogue between his potentialities and the 
claims of life - not only the claims he 
encounters but the clainiB he invents. And 
by potentialities I mean not just skills, but 
the full range of his capacities for sensing, 
wondering, learning, understc.nding , loving 
and aspiring. (3) 
Relative to education and the learning process, creativity is 
thought to play an important role in the total individual 
development. For as Herbert Read suggests, this is a 11 ••• need to 
teach children not only to know, .blit also to create, for art is a 
way to become a sensitive, aesthetically oriented person. 11 (4) 
The individual teacher places a personal emphasis upon 
relevance, motivation and self-disipline. Therefore, the more 
creative a teacher can be in the development of these 
characteristics, the more positive influence he will have on the 
students involved in the program. Linderman and Herberholz also 
(3) Gardner, JOim W. -- 11 SEJ.E RENEHA.111 Harper Colophon Books, 
New York: Harper and Row Publishing Com.pany-1965, pp. 10-12. 
(4) Read, Herbert -- 11EDUCATION TnROUC+I ART11 New York: Pantheon 
Books-1943, p. 10. 
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connnented that an 11 ••• art teacher is someone who can translate the 
essence of art into linquistics that cnildren can ¢iscover at their 
particular developmental level. 11 (5) 
Research Eethod 
In order to determine the possible relationship of creativity 
at both the teacher and student levels and its affect upon the 
quality of art produced, a sampling of those characteristics 
pertinent to creativity is necessary. The Torrance Test of 
Creative Thinking, Figural Form A, will be used to sample four 
areas - fluency, flexibility, originalit y and elaboration. 
This test will be scored by five evaluators using Torrance's 
Directions and Scoring Guide for Fi gural Form A, Research Edition. 
Data obtained will be analyzed to ascertain whether there 
seems to be a relationship between the creativity of the teacher 
and subsequent creativity on the part of students. 
This study will compare the above data with a survey 
ev2luating two- dimensional art work within three senior high 
schools. 
L.Unitations of Study 
Significant limitation within this study are: 
(5) lindernan, Earl W., Herberholz, Donald 1·1. -- "DEVELOPING 
ARTISTIC nm PERCEPTUAL flJJARSNESS 11 Dubuque, Iow2: llm. C. 
Brown Company-1964, p. 6. 
1) population sampled included only students 
enrolled in art programs in grades 7 to 
12 as of 1 ~ay 21, 1970. 
2) the Torr<:i.nce Test, Figural Test A, was 
administered in a group test setting. 
3) tests were ad.ministered within a one-week 
period prior to the closing of school, 
}fay 29, 1970. 
4) a ,re.ndom sampling was used (one out of 
every four students sampled was evaluated). 
Importance of Stu.£:[ 
In order to obtain a more complete understanding of the 
factors invol.ved in creativity, it is essential that an attempt 
be made through sampling creative abilities of both the teacher 
and their students to further undersrand the effect that 
creativity has upon art produced within the program. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF P.EIEVANT LITERAWRE 
Introduction 
This chapter will present a selective review of the relevant 
literature and studies significant to this paper. 
The Term Cre~tivity 
In its simplest form creativity refer s to ideas, feelings, 
expression along with learning, thinldng and perceiving which are 
segments of problem solving. Nartin Buber, in an address delivered 
at t he International Conference held -at Heidelberg, 1925, stated 
11 ••• there exists in all men a distinct impulse to make things, an 
instinct which ce.nnot be expl ained by theories of libido or ·will 
to power, but is disinterestedly experimental. ;: ( 6) 
Further theory relative to the natural abilities of ~2.Il can 
be found in a study of Genius by Francis Galtan, published in 
1869: 
Ge:r.ius is t he.t which leads c..n individual to 
rise above his fellows, by his ovm crea.tive 
.effort. l '.an' s nc.tural abilities are derived 
by his inheritance, under ex2.ctly the same 
lirn.itc.tions as are t he forra and physical 
feattires of the whole organic world. (?) 
" t 
. (6) Read, Herbert --- 11 ZDUCATI01J THRC:UGH ART11 New York: 
Pantheon Books-1943, p. 279. 
(7) Yochim, Louis -- "PERCZPTUAL G-itOHTH I N CREATIVITY" 
Penssylvania: International Textbook CoJ::>.pany-1967, pp. 43-41.+. 
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As pointed out, early ~Titers were concerned in the natural 
abilities possessed by man in relationship to their environment. 
Present day concern is the awakening and enriching those natural 
endowments and thinking of creativeness as a special way of 
problem solving. Donald 1:acf..innon stated in 1968, that: 
the creative individual has revealed hini~elf ••• 
in his high level of effective intelligence, 
his openness to experience, his esthetic 
sensitivity, his independence in thought and 
action, his high level of creative energy and 
his increasing striving for solutions to the 
ever more difficult problems that he constantly 
sets for h:Unself. (8) 
In examining creativity within the arts , Allan Kaoron in his 
research project THE CP.EATION OF ART MID CREATIONS OF ART EDUCATI GrJ 
speculates t hat creativity may be the artist 's: 
1) particular itch, bugfiness, obsession, neurosis 
or whatever name one wants to give it; 
2) knowledge of existing alternatives of action, 
historical and contemporary; 
3) continuing sense of discovery in what he does 
and continuing sense of confir~~tion of suppositions 
and intinations he has had all along; 
4) sensitivity to day-by-day opinion, voiced by 
colleagues, critics , p~blic and fa..'lri.ly ; 
5) feeling of being someone special: a seer, prophet., 
elected victim of society, philosopher, noralist, 
priest; (9) 
( 8) EacKinnon, Donald -- 11 Wl-U~ T N.A.KES A PERSON CRSA TIVE? 11 
Saturday Review-February 1968, pp. 15-17. 
(9) Kapron, Allan --- :r'I'HE CP..EATION OF ART AND TEE CREATi m.! OF 
ART EDUCATIOH11 Cooperative Research Project V-0002 Seminar in 
Art Education for Research and Curriculum Development 
Pennsylvania State Uiliversity-1966, pp. 74-75 • 
. . l 
.In support of creativity within the arts, Henri Matisse 
refers to his personal experience as f_ollows: 
I put down my tones without preconceived ideas. 
If at first, and without perhaps knowing it, a 
tone has delighted or struck me, I usually find 
when I have finished my picture that I have 
respected that tone, whereas I have gradually 
modified and transforJr.ed all the others. The 
expressive qualities of colours impress me 
purely i nstinctively. To paint an autum 
landscape, I should not try to remember what 
colours were proper to that season, I should 
only be inspired by the sensation they gav_e me: 
the icy purity of the sky, which is an acid 
blue, would express the see.son just as well as 
the colours of the l eaves . 1-':y sensation itself 
can vary : autunm can be sweet and warm like a 
prolonging of sUT:lr.1er , or conversely cool with a 
cold sky and lemon-yellow trees, which give an 
impression of cold and already foretell the 
winter. ( 10) 
One must perceive t hat creativity falls into many facets of 
B 
life and expe~iences. All individuals possess traits which involve 
the creative processes - feelings, experiences (both, visual and 
auditory), our cont inuing sense of discoverJ and increasing 
striving f or solutions. 
A more applicable definition in relationship to this study is 
given by Paul Torrance because he enables one to begin defining 
kinds of abilities, and personality characheristics that 
facilitate or inhibit the creative process. He defines creativity 
as: 
(10) Eatisse, Henri -- 11 A PORTPJ~IT OF TEE ARTIST AND Th'E HAN" 
New York: Frederick A. Praeger, Inc.-1960, p. 82. 
The process of becoming sensitive to problems, 
deficiencies, gaps in knowledge, missing 
elements, disharmonies and identifying the 
difficulty; searching for solutions, me.king 
guesses, or forL!ulating hypothesis about the 
deficiencies, testing and retesting these 
hypothesis and }X)ssibly ~Ddifying and retesting 
them finally co~Jnu.nicat~ng the results. (11) 
It should be further noted that this definition describes a 
natural process which is in harmony with historical usage and is 
equally applicable in scientific, artistic, literary, dramatic 
and interpersonal creativity. 
Studies cited 
9 
One of the first recorded incidents of a method of collecting 
data for the rating of individuals dates back to Leonardo DaVinci 
who designed what might be termed a test of creativity to aid in 
the selection of }X)tential art students. He observed that the 
11 'physical and mental traits of his students were portrayed in 
the pictures they painted'." (12) 
Prior to 1950 the term creativity was applied loosely and 
few studies were executed within creativity 211d creative sampling . 
!I.:. P. Guilford in his inaugural address on 11 Creativity11 to the 
American Psychological Association in 1950 stated: 
The neglect of this subject by psychologist is 
appalling . The evidences of neglect are so 
(11) Torrance, Paul -- 11 TORP..AlJCE TESTS OF CREATIVE THINKI NG" 
Norms Technical 1-'.'.anual Research Edition . New Jersey: 
Personnal Press, Inc.-1966 , p. 6. 
(12) Hahn, :varshall --- l_IRJ.',vIEl\T OF RESEARCH ON CRSATIVITY 11 
Einnesota : lrinnesota Research Coordination Unit, 
September 1968, p. 10-12. 
obvious that I need not give proof. But the 
extent of the neglect I had not realized until 
recently . To obtain a more tangible idea of 
the situation, I examined the index of the 
Psychological Abstracts for each year since 
its origin. Of approximately 121,000 titles 
listed in the past .twenty-three years, only 
186 were indexed as definitely bearing on the 
subject of creativity. (13) 
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Tb.rough many attempts in classifying t he creative abilities, 
Guilford had formulated over one-hundred different traits 
significant to creativity, thus the sampling of creativity has 
become nore prevelant . 
Although many types of tests to measure creative thinl<..ing 
abilities have been developed, each piece of research has been an 
isolated experimental effort. The reason this type of research 
had questionable validity was: 
1. Difficulties of criteria and validity. 
2. A l ack of understanding of the nature of cre~tive 
thinking . 
3. A l ack of v2lue placed on crec.tive thinking ability 
by educators. (14) 
During the late 1950 1 s, the Creative Education Foundation 
underwrote an extensive scientific investigation at the University 
of Buffalo under the di rection of the University Psychologists and 
Sidney l:_ Pe.rnes . This i nvestigation series was designed to 
evaluate JI Creative Probl em-solving Abilities ':,. at the University 
(13) Parnes, Sidney -- 11A SOURCE BOOK FOR CR3ATIVE 'fi-!INKING" 
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons-1962, pp. 152-155. 
(14) Torre.nee , Paul :1C-UIDIHG CREATIVE TAIENTSJI California: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc. ,-1962, pp . 1-2, 38- 39. 
level, for a total of twelve hundred, (1200) day students and 
sixteen hundred,(1600) executives from business, government and 
education. Summary of findings are as follows: 
1. Creative imagination can be deliberately developed. 
2. Creative problem-solving courses can measurable 
improve the ability of students of average· 
intelligence to produce good ideas, the criteria 
of quality being uniqueness and usefulness. 
' 
3. A systematic course of instruction in applied 
imagination can also produce significant gains in 
personality traits such as confidence, initiative 
and leadership potentials. 
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The findings indicated that on the creative tasts ~£asured, 
the students-with-course studies in crec.tive problem solving 
showed a 125 per cent superiority in ability to produce good 
ideas over students without the above course of study. This 
difference was subjected to statistical a!1al ysis .:;nd found to be 
highly significant. (15) 
Another factor significant to creativity, established through 
the Getzels and Jackson Study (1958-1960 ), is IQ verses creativity. 
I. A. Taylor in 1959 supports creativity by stressing the fact 
li ,,.intelligenqe is an invention of western cultures and selects 
and stresses the values important to our society.n 
The significance of the above citine relates to 
the study by C-Btzels and Jackson (1958 ) in which 
groups of subjects identified as highly 
(15) Parnes, Sidney and 
CREATIVE THIEKHJGf' 
PP· 185-191. 
Harding, Harold 11A SOURCE BOOK FOR 
Kew York: Chc.rles Scribner 1 s Sons-1962, 
intelligent (upper 20 per cent of group on 
traditional tests of intelligence or scholastic 
aptitude but not in the upper 20 per cent on 
tests of creative t hinking) have been compared 
with t heir highly creative peers (upper 20 per 
cent on measures of creative t hinking but not 
in upper 20 per cent on traditional measures 
of intelligence or schoJ~stic aptitude). (16) 
12 
The above statement maintains that intelligence tests saJnple 
rele.tively unimportant problems and how fast they can be 
accomplished without errors. l!heras creativity sampling or 
individual acts of creativity are directly opposite to the factors 
stated in intellieence sampling. Individuals involved in 
intellectual activities use a ~i.nirrizl amount of t heir capabilities 
whereas the individual involved in creative activities utilizes 
total intellectual and sensory capabilities. 
Studies related to the influence teachers have within the 
educational process tend to show that much of t he teacher's 
evaluation of student behavior appears to be designed to enable 
the teacher to control or coerce conforr~ty. Such evaluative 
behavior by the teacher is not likely to have a positive influence 
upon any kind of truly creative behavior. Some teachers, however, 
like r-:earns (1941) have observed that: 
••• It is only when the child is convinced you 
are not trying to reform hi.m that he is able 
to open up and behave creatively . (17) 
(16) Torrance, Paul --- 11 GUIDU:G CRZATIVS TAIE~.ITS:i California: 
Prentice-Hall, L~c.,-1962, pp. 18-19, 54-55 
(17) Torrance, Paul --- 1 RZUAP..DH~G CREATIVB TALENT 11 New Jersey: 
·Prentice-Hall-1965, _ pp . 21-22. 
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Eearns found that ·when children realized he was there to 
enjoy and to share their productions 11 ••• They opened up a surprise 
box of truthful observation and offered vtlse deductions that belied 
their years. 11 (18) 
1"1.lch scattered evidence suggests that creative thinking · 
flourishes most when students feelthat the teacher is on their 
side. Handlin (1962) believes that: 
••• Having to give gra.des subjugates the teaching 
role. It destroys the int:ir~cy of the relationship 
between t he teacher and student. The student 
becomes afraid to turn to the te2.cher, fearing that 
he will be evaluated in the process. (19) 
Fleming and Heintraub (1962) exai:ri.ned the relationship between 
rigidity and measures derived from the TORJU,NCE TESTS OF C?.EATIVE 
THINJ.GHG ar;0ng a group of sixty-eight, ( 68 ) gifted ele1r..enta~J school 
children . Using a composite measure based on the Product 
Improvement, Unusual Uses, Ask and Guess, Circles, and Incomplete 
Figures. They found coefficient of correl ation of -.41 (significant 
at better than the .01 level) beti·reen this measure and attitudinal 
rigidity as measured by the FP..ENIQ;L BRUNSHIK P..EVIS:SD CALIFORNIA 
I NVEI'JTORY . The attitudinal rigidity score also correlated -.37, 
-:11~, and -.32 with the originality, fluency, and flexibility . 
scores r espectively. (20) 
(18) Ibid, pp. 21-22. 
(19) Ibid, pp. 21-22. 
(20) Torrance, Paul --- 11 TOP..RhHCE TSSTS OF C§ATIVE THH!KING 11 
'Norms Technical 1·.'.c.nual. New Jersey : Personnel Press Inc. 
1966, pp. 26-27. 
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A great variety of studies has been made in measurement of 
the .growth of creative abilities resulting from the exercise of 
those abilities through participation in creative activities of 
variour kinds. HoHever there have been fev1 studies that have 
given much dependable information about what kinds of motivations 
and attitudes of teachers affect specific kinds of growth of 
creative behavior in students: The research problem is a complex 
and difficult one. One of the more carefully conducted studies 
related to achievement, was done by NcCardle (1959), which is a 
measure of teachers attitudes toward children. The study involved 
twenty-nine, (29) teachers and sixteen hundred and forty-three) 
(1643) pupils in first year algebra. Results were: 
1) Teachers having the nost favorable attitudes 
towards children, as rr.easured by the Einnesota 
Teacher Attitude Inventory, e.chieved significantly 
higher gains on quc..litative thinking and functional 
competence in rrathematics . 
2) There were no statistically significantly differences 
in pupil neans on mechanics of elementary algebra. 
3) The teachers hi gh on the l:TAI were apparently not so 
"textbook bound 11 as the teachers falling into t he 
low and middle groups on this measure . 
4) Therefore, pupils of the hi gh HTAI teachers were 
better able to use what thev had learned in the 
solution of problems. (21)~ 
A study by Hodtke (1963 ) further substantiates the importance 
.of the teacher's need or r ·.otivation to control children. Through 
observation techniques he identified eleIB~ntary teachers as high 
(21) Ibid, p. 77. 
' l 
controlling or low controlling. He then compared the creative 
thinking test gains of pupils of high controlling teachers to 
those of pupils of low controlling teachers. He found that the 
pupils of low controlling teachers achieved higher gains on verbal 
creativity and pupils of high controlling teachers achieved higher 
gains on non-verbal elaboration. He concluded that a high 
controlling teacher discourages :r ••• self-initiated pupil talk, 
verbal creativity, and verbal flexibility, but tends to encourage 
increased detail, at least in drawings". (22) 
At the Nebraska Symposium on l:otivation in 1961, W. ~ 
HcKeachie from t he University of Eichiganpresented a thought 
provoking resume of a study that he had completed. This article 
did not go into the specific details of the research design, but 
it was related to concepts involved in this study. 
1-:cKeachie would start with a student having a strong 
achievement motive Hhere the teacher provides cues to standards of 
achievement and i ncentives for achievement. A situation like this 
arouses expectancies of achievenent for the student; however, the 
strength of his motivation will be influenced by his estimate of 
his chances to achieve the standards set by the instructors. 
Two students having strong achievement motives may select the 
same instrumental habits to achieve their goals. They may both do 
their homework, however if they differ in subjective probability 
( 22) ~id, p. 79. 
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of success, their motivation will differ; therefore differences 
in attentiveness and persistence may be expected. 
EcKeachie then went on to point out that frustration is 
likely to be created when the student finds that his expected 
satisfactions are not likely to be gained in a particular class. 
(23) 
Paul Torrance points out that psychologists and sociologists 
have recognized in industry the process of :1rate setting 11 and the 
negative sanctions brought against the 11r ate buster" by the work 
group. Educators likewise have been aware of the sanctions 
against the high achiever or 11 curve buster 11 • Any degree of 
outstanding success seems to cut off the unique member from his 
group and the pressure eenerated against uniqueness tends to 
rnili te.te ag2.inst high achievement. 
Uithin t he following study conducted by Paul Torrance, he 
notes that student groups do establish a varied repertoire of 
controls upon the most creative and that the nost creative develop 
a varied repertoire of t echniques of adaptation. (24) 
This study used one hundred e.nd twenty-five,(125) elementary 
school pupils, twenty-five, (25) of each gr ade level from second 
(23) EcKeachie' 1·~ . J. --- 111:0TrvA TION 'l'EACHHTG iZTHODS AI.JD 
COW.:";GG IEARI.JI~.'.G" Ifebraska Symposium on r:otivation. 
Nebr<?.ska : University of i~ebraska Press-196l, pp. 95-144 . 
(24) Torrance, Paul -- :1EDUCATI OH AND 'I'EE CREATIVE POTE!JTD~L" 
Einnesota : University of Linnesota Press-1962, pp. 1190120. 
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through the sixth grade. Each class of twenty-five,(25) pupils 
was .divided into five five-person groups. Groups were formed by 
ranking all pupils in each class on the basis of scores on a test 
of creative t hinking administered in a previous study and placing 
in each group one of the five rrDs~ creative, one of the next five, 
to the least creative. 
The focus of observations was on the techniques used by the 
group to control the most creative member and his method of 
adaptation. Rather clear .evidence of pressure against the most 
creative member was found in each of the t wenty-five,(25) groups 
studied. 
1. A wzjority (68 per cent) of the most creative 
initiated ~ore ideas than any other member of 
the group, just c. s t hey did in the test of 
creativity adniinistered earlier. 
2. Only (24 per cent) were credited by the other 
members 1-.r:i th l:n2.l:ing t l::e :r..ost valuable contributions 
to the eroup's perforr:iance. 
3. Boys tended to derDnstrc.te and explain nore 
principles t han girls. But at the fifth- grade 
l evel, t he c-irls initiated slightly nore ideas 
t han the boys . 
Paul Torrance notes that : 
From second throu[.h sixth gr<;.des we f ind a 
decreasing tendency for group nenbers to work 
alone, especially the ~nst creati ve ones , 
r ather than as a part of a group . 'Ite 
tendency for the :r.nst creative to 1·;ork a lone 
ra.ther stronf l y persists t hrough t' ,e fif th 
grade, at Hhich point the tendency for t he 
group to organize becins to energe as a.~ 
i mportant technique i.n controlling t::: e r:ost 
creci.tive member. By the sixth grade , groups 
Summar;r 
developed a varied repertoire of controls. 
The :rr..ost creative have in turn developed a 
varied repertoire of techniques of adaptations. 
(25) 
1) Creativity can be nurtured through creative problem 
solving situations. 
2) Intelligence can not be used as a criteria for 
creative potentials possessed, as only 20 per cent 
of the highly intelligent score high in creativity. 
3) Findings indicate, teachers scoring hi gh on the 
l1innesota Teachers Attitude Inventory: 
0.. 
b. 
·were not as 11textbook bound 11 as 
teachers scoring low on the sc.me 
test. 
their pupils were better able to 
use what t hey had learned in 
pro ble:m so 1 ving. 
4) Teachers possessi:Jg a high control 1·Tithi..'1 the 
classroon discouraged self-initiated pupi l talk, 
verbal creativity and verbal flexibilit.; _, but 
incouraced detc.ils in drm,Tings. 
5) Students i nvolved in creative acts have 2 tendency 
to work along. :·!hen working in t-:roup situations 
the n;ore creative student is discriDinated against 
throu[ h controls estc.blished by t he gro· .p . The 
F~re creative individual in turn develops a variety 
of techniques in order to adapt to t he situation. 
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The above findings established that creativity is very broad 
in nature and is significant to the total development of an 
individual. There are many controlling factors invo lved which can 
promote or discourage creativity depending upon the individual, 
situation or circu.":l.Stances pertinent to creative development. 
(25) Ibid, pp. 119-136. -
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN OF SWDY 
. Introduction 
In order to obtain a more complete understanding of the factors 
influencing creativity, it is essential that an attempt be made, 
through sa..hpling of creative abilities, to further understand the 
effect that creativity has uron art education. Through the use of 
TOP.RANCE ' S TEST OF CREATI VE THI NKI NG, FIGURAL FORL A, this writer 
will sample creativity at both the teacher and student levels. 
Using the data to establish a relationship between creativity and 
art wor k produced. 
Adantations of the Torrance Test to the Stuctl_ 
It was essential to obtain a test which would sample those 
characteristics or traits which would provide needed information 
for such a study. Additional factors which had to be taken into 
consideration were: 
1) test was to be given during the last week. 
of school and t he t ime f actor relcted to 
school activities deterr:d.ned that the test 
not exceed rrDre t han thirty minutes in 
testing t ime . 
2) it was essential t hat the test chosen be 
easily adr.1inistered by- the teachers and 
that t he i nstructions would be completely 
understood by both the teacher and student • 
.3) tes:ts . should be easil:,r scored. 
4) it was es·sential to obtain a test which 
could be -termed valid. 
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The reasons for selection of Torrance Test of Creativity, 
Figural Form A, was that it met . all requirements for this sampling. 
In content validity, a consistent and deliberate effort has been 
made to base the test sti.rr:uli, test tasks, instructions and scoring 
procedures on the best theory and research now available. 
Upon selection of this test, a letter of permission was sent 
to Personnel Press, Inc., and tests were obtained for the sampling. 
Descrintion of the Torrance Test 
Through the use of this test this v.Titer was ab le to sample 
four areas t hought to be significant to creativit y in which 
Torrance describes: (see appendix I) 
1) Fieural Fluency is significant because 
it samples a number of activities 
complet ed. Scores are useful prirr2rily 
in helping t he user understand the other 
figural scores. Here the nimp:.J.lsive 11 , 
"banal", and even the "non-thinker" can 
achieve rather easily high scores, even 
maxin.."1..l.Iil scores within the tin:e lirrits. 
Such persons, however, almost 2.lways 
have low Flexibility, Originality, and 
Elaboration scores. But tied to this 
result will be the other scores which 
will give clues concerning which of 
these alternative explanations is rr.ost 
likely. 
2) Flexibilit y - concerned basically with 
figural modes of thinking. The subject 
must return to the same stimllus and 
each time perceive it in a different way . 
Usually r esponses involve a considerable 
amount of el.2.boration and give insight as 
to the varied responses to a stinulus. 
3) 0riginality - interpretation can be 
derived by looking at the originality 
score in r~ l.2.tion to the fluency and 
elaboration scores. A person may produce 
small number of responses, none or few of 
which may be original. But then again 
another person ~~y produce a l ar ge n~ber 
of responses all of which are high in 
originality . A third person may produce 
responses of high oric,inality but be 
unable to, or choose not to, elaborate 
any of them and still another may produce 
no orieinal responses but elaborate the 
unoriginal re sponses to a high degree. 
These different kinds of perf orrr~nces 
represent obviously different kinds of 
mental f unctioning . 
4) Elaboration - seems among other things to 




A total of t hirteen out of twenty-four secondary art teachers 
were selected for this study. Permission was obtained from the 
participants previous to the testing sequence. · The selection of 
the thirteen teachers was determined by the following criteria: 
1) the number of tests which could be scored 
within the alloted time. 
2) an equal number of both junior and senior 
high school art teachers to be involved. 
3) a cross-section of schools sampled; within 
the school district. 
These teachers were given the Torrance Figural Form A during 
a singl e testing session with the writer administering the test. 
Upon completion of this testing sequence , the selected teachers 
were given a package of testing and instructional materials (see 
Appendix I and II). The teachers individually selected what they 
considered to be their most creative classes. 
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Teachers were assigned code letters 11.A-E11 • The teachers were 
identified f r om their class through a number zero, (0), following 
the letter i dentification. Students were numbered one, (1), through 
the total number of students within each class. 
The f ol1owing points were stressed to each teacher that most 
exa.ir~nees would be most anxious to begin their test so questions 
should be answered as expeditiously as possible before the test 
sequence in order to permit them to begin work and also utilize the 
full time limit. Another important factor was that the ti.rne limit 
should be fo l lowed as closely as possible in order to obtain a 
reliable raw score. Each teacher was i nstructed that if some 
examinees were upset by t he fact that they did not finish, they 
·were to reassur e them very simpl y by saying the fallowing : 
11 I noticed t hat you work in different ways. 
some of you finish al l of you.r drawings very 
quickly and t hen went back and added other 
i deas. Sorr.e of you f i nished onl y a few of 
t he drc.wi ngs but you made each of t hem t ell 
a very complete story . Continue to work in 
1-matever way i s natural and comfortable for 
you. 11 (26 ) 
.. The test was administered during the last week of school and 
allowed one d a.y for the testing sequence. If students were absent 
during the t e sting period the~r did not participate. 
Evaluatinp Procedures 
The process of obtai ni ng dat a from the Torrance Figural Form A 
was through a terun of five evaluators. This team was selected from 
(26) Torr2.nce , Paul --- nDIRECTIOrJAL EA1JUJ\ V7 1966 , p. 7. 
all levels within the area of art education, evaluators were: 
Evaluator 1 Art Supervisor 
Evaluator 2 University of Art Instructor 
Evaluator 3 Artistic Housewife 
Evaluator l+ --- Ele::ientary Art Helping 
Teacher 
Evaluator 5 --- University Student 
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Each evaluator was provided a conplete copy of TORRANCE TESTS 
OF CREATD.TE TP.: I NKH:G, DTP.SCTIONS J.1,NlJAL AlID SCORI NG GUIDE, (FIGURAL 
FORE .BOOKIZT A, RESEARCH EDITION ). All scorin[; of tests was 
direct l y related to t he i nstruction within the manual. 
The evaluators were provided the t ests for evaluation and the 
scores fro ru t hese tests were placed on a Torrance Scoring sheet 
along with personnel data obt ained from the t est cover (see 
Appendix I II ). Upon receiving scored tests and corresponding score 
sheet s, t he infornation was transferr ed t o a score summary sheet 
(see . -ppendix rJ). This sheet was comprised of rav.r-average, mean 
scores tabulated from the five evalu.:.tor scores within the four 
categories of creativity. 
The r aw data obtained from the sUu-ri?.ry sheets was computed ·to 
obtain t he following : 
1. group mean (group A, B, C) 
2. total student rican 
3. deviation of each student froB the 
total student £roup cean 
4. standard devi d ion 1'lithin the total 
group 
5. T-scores for each student 
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A similar procedure was followed for the teacher test group • 
. The data obtained from the evaluations was tabulated by this 
writer. An anal ysis of this data can be found within Tables VI 
through XVIII in the next chapter. 
Ranki.ng of High Scf:ools 
In order to relate the data obtained from the creativity test 
scores ·to t he quality of a.rt >·rork produced, three high schools were 
ranked within the following ten arec.s of t wo-dimensional art work: 
1. Knowledge of material 
2. Use of materi al 
3. Knowledge of' cO!:-.posi tion (elements of design ) 
4. Use of composition (elements of design) 
5. Variety of 2.pproaches to rr,edia 
6. Orieinali t:r of art work 
7. Freedon of expression 
8 . Corr:pleteness of visual staterr.ent 
9. General ir.mact of art work 
10. Die:plc>.~r o{ c>.rt work (ruatting, fr3.Illing , etc.) 
T'ne reason for evaluating t wo-dimension2l art work within the 
high school art prowams was due to t he fact that all three schools 
ev2luated had art ex.}iibits during the same period of time and 
two-di..-rnensional work was the most prevalent exhibited . 
The ten areas were nurr,ericallJ- ranked from high to low as 
follows: 
1 = low 
2 = below averaee 
3 = average 
4 = above average 
5 = excellent 
The ranking procedure Has performed by a t hree-member team 
of qualified p~blic school and university art personnel. In an 
effort to reduce bias, the art progreJns 1·rere ranked by persons 
other than this writer. 
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The ranking of art work, per school, was completed prior to 
the testing of creativity and rank scores were tabulated on a High 
School Student Art Work Evaluation Sheet (see Appendix V). 
AnalYsis of the Data 
The data obtained from the TORRAlJCE TEST OF CREATIVE THHJGNG, 
FIGUPJi.1 FOm': A, was computed in T-scores and analoeies were drawn 
from both the teacher and students. Correlation ·was attempted 
between t he creative potentials of both the teacher and students 
and the quc.lities of art work produced . 
CHAPTER rv 
RESULTS OF THE SWDY 
Conclusions and discussion presented within this chapter are 
based on the data tabulat ed from School Evaluations and the 
Torrance Test of Creativity, Figural Form A. 
Definition of Terms Used in this Study 
Reliabili_ty - measures the consistency with which a 
person, a test , or the scoring procedure ITzintains 
his posi tion within a group from measurement t o 
measm'eL!ent . 
Validity - defined as the degree to which a 
measuring instrwnent actually serves the purpose 
for which it is intended. (Does it s2.Tnple what 
it was i ntended to sa.mple? ) 
T-Score - data proj ected into a linear transformation 
with a arithnetic mec.n of 50 c.nd a standard deviation 
of 10 with all scores positive . 
Rarik Order - placement of individual s or groups 
accoro.lllt; to merit of the posi tion they displayed 
according to their excellence. 
liean - t he measure of centr al tendency. 
Coeffi cient of Correl~tion - the nurriber representing 
t he straicI'.t-line relationship between the values of 
· variables, such as the values of t he t wo variables 
resulting from double ~easurer£nt of the students 
and teachers within this study. 
Anal vsis of the School Evaluation 
Prior to the testing sequence, a team of three evaluators 
evaluated student art work in three hie..h school art progr ams , 
using a form designed by this writer (see Appendix V). The results 
of dat a obtained from this evaluation is presented in Table /,~l. 
TABIE #1 
MEAN RA!\1K SCORES OF Th'E AVERAGE RANK SCORES PER EVALUATOR, PER SCHOOL 
FOR THREE HIGH SCHOOL ART PROGRAMS, Il~ TEN AREAS OF THE ART PROGRAM 
HIGH SCHOOL /fl HIGH SCHOOL //2 HIGH SCHOOL #3 
s:: @ @ r-1 C\l ('("\ ctl r-1 C\l ('("\ r-1 C\l ('("\ 
f... f... H ~ ~ ~ H H H ~ 
.01, <I> 
f... f... H ~ ~~ "'-' H 
0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 +:> -i-:> +:> <I> <.) +:> +:> +:> ~ <!} 0 +:> +:> +:> <I> 0 
ctl ctl ctl ti() Cf) ctl ctl ctl ti() Cl) ctl Ci) cU ti.() Cf) 
~ ~ ~ r-1 <I> cU ~ ~ ~ r-1 <I> ctl ~ ~ ~ r-1 <I> ctl c1J H ~ ~~ ct! f... ~~ Cil M ~~ ct! ctl C\l +:> 0 C\l ctl ctl +:> 0 ctl qJ ctl +:> 0 
> > > 0 0 ~ pg ~ ~ > 0 0 ~~ 
. 
&5 r~ > 0 0 ~~ µ:i µ:) µ:i E-< (f) µ:i E-< Cl) µ:i E-< Cl) 
-; 1. Y....nowledge of material 4 5 4 13 4.3 3 4 4 11 3.6 3 4 4 11 3.6 
2. Use of material 4 5 5 14 4.6 3 4 ~ 12 4.0 3 4 5 12 4.0 
3. Knowledee of composition 4 
(Elements of Design) 
4 3 11 3.6 4 3 3 10 3.3 4 3 3 10 3.3 
4. Use of co~oosition 4 4 3 11 3.6 4 3 4 11 3.6 4 3 3 10 3.3 
(Elements of Design ) 
5. Variety of approaches 4 5 4 13 4.3 4 4 4 12 4.0 4 3 4 11 3.6 
to media 
6. Originality of art work 5 4 2 11 J.6 2 3 4 9 J.O 3 3 4 10 3.3 
7. Freedom of expression 5 5 2 12 4.0 2 5 4 11 3.6 3 4 4 11 3.6 
8 . Completeness of visual 4 /-+ 3 11 3.6 4 4 5 13 4.3 3 3 5 11 3.6 
statement 
9. General impact of art 4 5 2 11 3.6 4 4 4 12 4.0 4 3. 4 11 3.6 
work !-3 
10. Display of art work 5 3 5 13 4.3 3 3 4 10 3.3 3 3 3 9 3.0 
(Frames, matting, etc.) 
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Ha,jor Findings of Table Ill 
.After establishing t he mean of the r ank scores, no school 
obtained r ank scores higher than four, (4) or lower than t hree, (3). 
Thus, all hit;h school student art work evaluated ranked between 
average and above average. Each school displayed a min.ini~l 
difference in rank scor e. 
School (,!:1 scored above average in the use of materials, 
variety of approe.ches to media, freedom of expression 
and displ2.y of art Hark. All other scores for School 
1/:1 ranked between average and above average . 
School §2 ran_~ed &bove average in use of rrzterials, 
variety of approached to aedi a , co:t::lpleteness of visual 
statement and e;eneral impact of art work. All other 
areas ranked between a.verage and above average. 
School ff3 
School f/J ranked above average in one of the ten areas ; 
use of r.iaterials. The nine remaining areas ranked 
between average and above average . 
Analysis of the . Crec?.tivitv Test 
To determine the creative potentials of both the teachers and 
students, TOR.RANCES TEST OF CREATIVITY (FIGU? .. AL FOR11I A) was 
administered. A total of sixty-eight , (68 ), students and thirteen, 
(13), teachers were used for this study . 
Eve.luators Reliability 
A coefficient correlation of reliability could not be 
established for the evaluators. In order t o establish a 
relationship between evaluators a rank system was used ( see Table 
II). 
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This table uses the total deviation from the means of the 
five· evaluators, per evaluation over the total sample population. 
A score of number One, (1) , indicates the closest relationship to 
the mean . And number five, (5), being furthest from the mean. 
Colu.lffi1 five ·within Table II indicates the rank order of each · 
evaluator. 
TABLE II 
RANK ORDER TABLE OF EVAWATOHS I N SC ORI NG OF FIGURAL FORH A 






OH ALL TESTS :2:VAWATED 
Rank 
FluencY. Flexibil i t v Ori ginality El aboration Position 
2 3 1 1 1.75 
1 4 3 5 J.25 
5 2 5 2 3.50 
3 1 2 4 2.50 
4 5 4 3 4.00 
An analysi1s of Table II shoHs t hat evaluator one, (1), was 
closest to the ~ean per evaluation on all tests scored. Therefore 
evaluator one , (1), was used as the experienced scorer to corr~late 




COEFFICIEJ.:T OF CORR"SL'\TIOH OF RELIABILITY BETHEEN EVAWATORS 
USING EVAWATOR ;ifl AS THE EXPERIEI·JCED SCORER 
Coefficient of Correlation in 
Fluency Flexibilit.v Ori.ri nalitv Elaboration 
Evaluator #2 . 80 .96 .83 .95 
Evaluator #3 ,95 ,99 .72 .50 
Evaluator ~!:4_ .97 ,99 .91 .56 
Evaluator 1,.~5 ,99 .82 . 9.3 .64 
l'.'a 1or Findin>"s in Table III 
Fluency 
Tne score of Svaluator 'I\10 , (2) , is below . 90 but i n 
averagi ng t he f our s cores a reLi.e.bility coefficient of 
• 927 was obt ai ned eJnong t he 2 ..verage of the f our evaluators. 
Flexi 't:ili tv _ _.._ 
The score of :'::val uator Five , (5) , is below .90 but i n 
averar.ing t he four scores c. total reliability coefficient 
of .94 was obte.i ned a.I110ng t l::. e four evaluators . 
Oririn2.._li t~r 
'L'1e s core of :Svaluator Two, (2) , i s below . 90 2.nd the 
scores of !::val uator Tl1ree, (3 ) , is below . 20 but in 
averaginr tlce four scores a total reliabili t:r coefficient 
of .897 was obtained. 
Ela.boration 
Eval uator 'l\;o, (2) , scored above . 90 and t he two remaining 
eva l uators scores are far too low to r:12 .. ke the elaboration 
scores within tl:e tes t reliable . 'I"nerefore elaborc.tion 
scores cannot 'ce utilized because of its low reliability 
factor. 
Torrance states t h2.t in order to have a valid test, the 
correlation in scoring should be above .90. 
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The Corr~lation Between Teci.chers and Students 
A coefficient correlation was established between the group of 
thirteen teachers and ea.ch of one of their classes for a total of 
thirteen tea cters and sixty-eight students sampled. See Table IV. 
TABIE IV 
PEARSON R - COEFFICIENT OF COlffi.EIATI01J FOR 
FLt.JErCY) FIEXIBILITY, ORI GI EALITY A.IJ) EI.Jl.~ORATIOH FOR 
(FIGUIUi.L FOHF A) BASED on TI TE TEACH:.SRS AlID STUDEiJTS SAEPIED 




l iaior Findin~s ~n Table IV 
+.27 +.11 +.38 
1. All scores i,.,ri.thin t he four cate~ories exhibited a 
low correlation. 
2. The elaboration score is not reliable . 
· The Correlation Between c:. Tee..cher C1nd Eis Students - -
a separate coefficient of correlation factor between the 
teacher and his or her students was c:.ttemuted but could not be 
establis::.ed because a single s2.!!lpling and no cor,-:.parable scores 
to correl2.te with were av.;;.iL.ble. In order to esta'clish an 
a.lternative r::ethod to a ch.leve a correlation , a ranl: order of 
r el ationshius wa s utilized. The ranl: order table of correlation 
places the t hirteen teci. chers froo a hi gh score to a l ow s core. 
Each teac~er~ s class. ·was put in relations,:ip to t:r,e tea cher ' s 
score ( see A:ppendi..x VI ) : Sum::Ttary of Appendix VI is shovm in 
Table V. 
TABLE V 
SUll'-.'.1' .... RY OF TABLE OF CO!iPARISON BY T-SCOHE OF 
TE.~_Cl:'EP.S AI'D STUD:'.:; ~JTS OF TEACHER FOR 
FUJEI':CY, FIEXIBILITY, ORIGIE.'\.LITY Al.JD EV BORATION 
(FI GURJtL FORJ: ~ A) 
Fl uency FlexibiJity Orir inality Ela.boration 
Coefficient of +.08 
Corre le. tion 
+.35 -. 10 +.11 
1. Origina)j_ty scores indicate a very low reverse or 
· neea.ti ve correlc.tion and are not si t;nific2.nt. 
2. Fl uency) flericilit;-.r c.nd elaboratioh scores all 
indice.te a low to very low positive correlation 
and not significant. 
Anali.rsis of Teac:::er c.nd Corresnondinr. Student GrouDs - -----'-'-"---- ··- -
Teacher and student groups were tabulated separc.tely into 
· two sets of T-scores within t 11e four areas sanpled. 
A rela.tionsl:ip between the T-scores of tl:e teacher and t he 




· Teacher Data ...• Two yea.rs of tea.ching experience 
B. S. Degree 
!'asters Degree 
TABLE VI 
TABLE OF COl'.PAP..ISOII BY T-SCOPi.E OF TEACHER llJ\. 11 
A!JJ STUDEI·:TS. OF T2.l\.Cl:ER J!A '' FOR 
FIJJErCY, FLEXIBILITY, OR IGII '.A LITY AHD EV-i.BOHATION 
(FIGUF..AL FOIW A) 
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Fluencv Flexibilitv Ori,rina.lity Elaboration 
A 0 52 !:{). 56 39 
A 1 45 38 41 49 
A 2 41 44 41 42 
A 3 49 43 52 46 
A 4 53 54 43 40 
Students 2.ver2.ge 47 45 44 41+ 
mean T-scores 
I ~a,4or Findings 
fote 
1. In t he .::.rec:. of fluency, Teacher 11A ·1 scored 20% 
hi[her tl:~ an tl~ e avera[ e of l':is students. 
2. In t J-,e area of flexibilit:r, this tea,cner scored 
8% higl-_er e 1a.n t he average of his students. 
3. In tl:e area of orir i nality) t he teacher scored 
22% hi rher t •. an t he e,vera{;e of his stucients. 
4. In elabor2.tion, tr:e tea c'r:er scored 13% lower 
than t he a.verage of t is students. 
The elaboration score is not reliable (see Te,ble III). 
Teac. er B 
· Tec.cher Data . . . . Seven years of teachinf experience 
B. S. Derree 
TABIE VII 
TABLE OF COl'.PARI SOF BY T-SCORE OF TEACBER 11Bn 
AND STUDENTS OF W .C!-:ER 11B: 1 FOR 
FWENCY, FLEXIBILITY, OR IGII.ALITY A.!!D ZLABORA TION 
(FIGUEAL FOR~~ A) 
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Fluency flexibility Cripinalit;r Elaboration 
B 0 60 47 58 
B 1 47 .38 36 
B 2 46 43 42 
Students average 47 41 39 
:mec:.n T-scores 
1. In t he area of fluency, Tee. cher :1B11 scored 22% 
hirJ:er than the averace of his students. 
2 . In t he are2. of flexibility) this tee.cl: er scored 
13% hi[ her t han t he avera.ge of his students. 
3. In t he arec. of ori;::i nalit y) the teacher scored 
335 hi&her than t he averat e of his students. 
4. In elatoration, t he tea cher scored 5% lower 





The ela.bora.tion score is not reliable (see Table III). 
Teacher C 
· Teacher Data .. .. Ten years of teaching experience 
B. S . Der ree 
Six credits 
TA:9IE VIII 
TABLE OF COIPAIUSQ?,J BY T-SCOR.l-:'.; OF TEACHER 11 C ;r 
, AND STUD3JTS OF TCACJ-JER !I C 11 FOR 
FlUE ITCY, FLEXIBILITY, ORIGIC4. LITY AFD EU.BORA TI ON 
( FIGURAL FORJ.i A) 
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Fluency Fl exi';.:ilit .r Ori,rinalitv Ela'boration 
c 0 19 32 41 
c 1 44 41. 43 
c 2 49 53 42 
c 3 53 60 50 
c 1, 47 50 49 




1 . I r. t t e area of fluenc~r ., Tec.c:-i.er 'IC" scored 23% 
lower t han t he c..verar,e of t is students. 
2. In t he a ree. of fleyJ.bilit~ , t his teacher scored 
63;; lower t l:an t l: e averat:;e of his students. 
3 . In t he area of ori[ inality, tJ:e teacher scored 
12% low·er t han t he c:.verace of r:is students. 
4. In elabore.tion. t he tea cher scored 2s;s lower 







The elaboration score is not reliable (see Table III). 
Teacher D 
· Teacber Data .... Five years of teachine experience 
B. S. Degree 
Ifasters Decree 
Eirhteen credits post H. A. 
TABIE IX 
TABIE OF COHPARISON BY T-SC ORE OF TEACHER 11D11 
FWEIICY, 
AND ST!JDSiITS OF TEACEER nD 11 FOR 
FIEXIBILITY, ORIGH~\LITY A:ND EL.4.BOP..ATION 
(FIGURAL FORE A) 
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Fluency Flex.i.'cilitv Ori r inality Elaboration 
D 0 54 51 53 
D 1 52 56 47 
D 2 58 61 ·54 
D 3 43 43 42 
D 4 46 46 41 
D 5 36 35 59 
D / 54 62 48 0 
D 7 45 47 49 




1. I n t he area of fluency . Tea.cher "D'' scored 11% 
higher t han t he average of his students. 
2 . In t he area of flexibility. t his te2.cher scored 
2% higher t ta.n t he avera[e of r.is students. 
3: In the 2.rea of originality, t he tea cher scored 
8% hir.her t han t he average of his students. 
4. In elaboration, t he teach~r scored 25% higher 










The elaboration score is not reliable (see Table III). 
Teacher E 
· Teacher Data Eight years of teaching experience 
B. S. Derree 
l~asters De[;!'ee 
TABIE X 
TABIE OF COliPAP.ISON BY T-SC O:R.E OF TEACHER rrE 11 
AND STUD~~HTS OF TEACHER 11 E: 1 FOR 
Fl1.JE1·JCY' FLSXIBILITY' ORIGI E/cLITY Mm ELl.BOF.A TION 
(FIGUPJi. L FORE A) 
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Fluency FlexibiJity OriP'inalitv Elaboration 
E 0 38 44 39 
E 1 34 33 37 
E 2 47 49 49 
E 3 62 63 63 
E 4 51 55 46 
E 5 l~ 42 40 
E 6 53 56 50 




L In the area of fluenc~,r , Tea cher •:E" scored 26% 
lower t han t he avera&e of his students. 
2. In the area of flexibility, this teacher scored 
lM; lower t han t f:. e 2.verae:e of tis students. 
3. In the aree. of orir,inality, the tea cher scored 
23% lower t han t he avera[ e of tis students. 
4. In elaboration, t he teacher scored 15% lower 









The ela.boration score is not reliable (see Table III). 
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Tea.cter F 
· Teacher Data Eir.hteen years of teaching experience 
B. S. Degree 
Easters Degree 
One Hundred and Fourteen Credits post H. A. 
TABLE XI 
TAB~ OF crn·:PARISOH BY T-SCOHE OF TEACEER llf TT 
1\1.ill STUD:Sl:TS OF TEACFER '1F 11 FOR 
FIJJEFCY, FL~IBILITY . ORIGII'If~ LITI AI·lD EL<\BOP..ATION 
(FIGURAL FOR.I r A) 
Fluency Flexibilit y Ori rin2.litv El aboration 
F 0 45 5Q_ b2 68 
F 1 42 42 46 53 
F 2 36 35 37 33 
F 3 41 41 39 42 
F 4 li2 43 43 48 
F 5 42 46 46 53 
Students avera.ge 41 41 1;2 46 
mean T-scores 
=..:0- 4or Findin.r-s 
rote 
1. In t he area of fluency_, Teacher nFn scored 9% 
hieher t han t he average of his students. 
2. In t he area of flexibility, this teacher scored 
18% hi gher t han t he average of his students. 
3. In t he e.rea of orif inaJit:r_, t he teacher and 
students scored identical. 
4. In el aboration, the tec:. cher scored 3% hi ther 
than t l:e avere.ge of his students. 
The elaboration score is not reliable (see Table III ) . 
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Teac:b.er G 
Teacl':er Data . ... Seventeen years of tea ching experience 
B. S. Det ree 
Easters Degree 
TAB LE XII 
TABIB OF C O~:PARISOl i BY T-SCOR.E OF TEACHER 11 Gn 
AND STUDENTS OF TEAC'f-'3R 'rG'' FOR 
FIDEECY, FrnXIBILITY , CRIGI:LA.LITY ld';D :EIJ'.BOPJ\. TION 
(FIGUHAL FORE A) 
Fluency Fl exibilit-v Orir inalitv El aboration 
~.;;..;:;;:.:=:_;.,._ ~ ....... -'=~~~ _.;....;:...--'"'---~-
G 0 50 54 51 62 
G 1 49 46 50 55 
G 2 61 57 62 48 
G 3 73 71 87 52 
G 4 51 l,9 55 54 
G 5 72 71 78 61 
G 6 64 60 63 67 
G 7 74 68 64 78 
Students aver are 63 60 61 59 
mean T-scores 
y:a ior Fi n-_si i?:.E§. 
Note 
1. In t he a.rec. of flu enc? 1 Teacher · :c :r scored 26% 
lower than t t e aver2.ge of his students. 
2. In the area of flexibiht:r , t his tea.cher scored 
ii;.; lower t han t he averc.r.e of his students. 
3. In tte area of originaht~r. t l-i e te2.cher scored 
20~; lower t han tl:-.e aver age of his students. 
4 I 1 b t . t l t d llc' . ·h . n e a ora ion . .!e ea c .. er s core · _ , ' .. J.[ .er 
t ta.n t he average of t is students. 
The elaboration score is not reliable ( see Table III). 
Tead:er I! 
Teacher Data Twenty-four y ears of teaching experience 
B. S. Degree 
TAELE XIII 
TABIE OF c m:PAP.ISOIJ BY T-SCORE OF TEACHER 11H1 1 
A ~JD STUDZFTS OF IBACHZR. '}I' 1 FOR 
FWEJJCY, FIF..XIBILITY, ORIGD:''LITY A ND EL'lBORA TION 
(FI GURA L FOR:: A) 
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Fluency Flexibility Ori p.inalit;v El aboration 
H 0 65 68 73 
H 1 51 56 51 
H 2 70 71 65 
H 3 61 56 57 
H 4 46 43 48 
H 5 73 60 68 
H 6 65 60 65 
H 7 48 43 42 
Students c.verage 59 56 56 
mean T-scores 
1 ~a.4or Findinps 
Note 
1. In the area of fluenc;',r, Teacher 111-'.'1 scored 6% 
hi gher than t t e c.verage of his students. 
2. In t!:e e.rea of flexibilit y , t 'Lis tec.cher scored 
18% hifl:er tl:an t l:e average of his students. 
3. In t he area of ori[ inality. t =:e tea.cher scored 
23% hirher t t2.n t he aver age of 1-:is students . 
4. ·In elabor2.tion, t ,_e tea cher s cored 12% lower 










. T'ne ela.bor2.tion score is not reliable (see Table III). 
Te.:;.cher I ----
· Teacher Data .•.. Five years of teachinp, experience 
B. S. Decree 
}~asters Decree 
Four credits post L A. 
TAB IE XIV 
TABI.E OF CGr '.Pl,RISO!! 3Y T-scori.::; OF TEACIER '11'7 
AED STims~;Ts OF 7J~CE2R 'T l FOE 
FilJEl·JCY, F IEXIBILITY, OPI GI'. r:',L..1='I'Y Af 1) EL!i.BOP.A. TION 
(FIGURAL FC?~: A) 
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Fluency Flexihilit'· prj_;·i1"!ali tv Elaboration 
fote 


















1. In tl1e area of f l uency . Tea.cher "I"' scored 6% 
lower t l:an t he a.ver2.re of his students. 
2. In t he area of flexitilit:r, t I'.is t ea cher scored 
io;; hi rher t han t he o.verace of his students. 
3. In the area of oripinality, t he te.e. cher scored 
6% lower t l':an U-.e averaee of his students. 
4. In elaboration, tl'le teacher · scored 6% louer 







The elaboration score i s not reliable (see Table III). 
· Teacher J 
·Teacher Data , • . • Thirty-·two years of teachine experience 
B. s. Deeree 
1:asters Der ree 
Forty-eir:ht credits post L A. 
TABIE XV 
TABIE OF COEPARISOr.J BY T-SCOHE CF TEAC:HER nJ ·1 
At!D STUDEI·ITS OF TEACHER 1J 1: FOR 
FllJEIJCY, FIBXIBILIT'l, OB.IGii :h.LIT'i A.HD EIABOHATI ON 
(FIGUPJi.L FORH A) 
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Fluency Flexibility Crif:'"i nality Ele.boration 
J 0 57 53 62 
J 1 48 49 44 
J " ,,;'. 39 ~ t: :u 38 
J 3 67 66 70 
J 4 43 45 44 
J 5 36 32 38 
J 6 40 iµ_ 40 
J 7 51 53 49 
J 8 46 50 41 




1. In the area of fluenc;:,r , Tea.cher 11 J 11 scored 18% 
higher t han t he a.vern.5e of his students. 
2. In the 2.rea of flexibility, His teacher scored 
13% hig:her than t he average of his students. 
3. In the area of orir,inality, t he teacher scored 
26% higher t han t he averai e of his students . 
4. In elacoration, t t e teacher scored 2% higher 











The elaboration score is not relic.ble (see Table III). 
Teac:r.er K 
· Teacher Data .... Twelve y e2.rs of teaching experience 
B. S. Def ree 
Easters Der:ree 
Six credits post E. A. 
TABIE XVI 
TABLE OF COI:PARISO!-J BY T-SCOP.:'.:G OF TEACJ:ER nK 11 
APD STUDEPT°S OF TEJ~C!3R. PK" FOR 
FllJEHCY, FI.EXIBILITY, ORI GnIALl7Y f\.ND EIABOP .. ATIOI'J 
(FIGUEAL FOBJ; A) 
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Fluency Flexibilitv Oririna.litv Elaboration 
K 0 38 JJ..2 39 
K 1 54 54 57 
K 2 53 54 48 
K 3 34 33 37 
K 4 59 66 57 




1. J_n t he c.rea of fluenc~.r, Teacher :~K 11 scored 32% 
lower t hc.n the 2.vera.ce of his students. 
2. In the ar ea of f lexibility, t his te2.cl::.er s cored 
24f., lower tl~an tl::.e avera.ce of hi s students . 
3. In the 2re2. of orit;inc::.lit~r, t he teac}:er scored 
22% lower t tan t he averat.e of his students. 
4 In 1 b t . t h t l , 2,.., r:f h . h . . e a or<:. J.on. .e eac ·1er scorea / ,., .. i g er 







The elaboration score is not reliable (see Table III). 
Teacher L 
· Teacher Data .•• • Three years of teaching experience 
B. S. Degree 
TABIB XVII 
TABIE OF COI.'.?ARISOH BY T-SC OPE OF TEACHER 11 L11 
AI-ill STUD:S!:TS OF 'ISACHER "L' 1 FOR 
FWEI'JCY, FLEXIBILITY, O~IGI:-IALITY MID EU.BORA TIOH 



































1 ;a.,jor Findings 
Fote 
1. In t he area of f l uency, Teacher ·11·1 scored 52% 
lower t han t he o.verace of t is students. 
2. In the c.rea of flexibilit~,r, this te2.cher scored 
8~s lower t ha.n t he averar,.e of his students. 
3. In t he area of ori2inalit y, tl:e te2.ct er scored 
27% lower t l-:an the average of his students. 
4. In elaboration. t he teacher scored 47% lm~er 
t han t he aver afe of his students. 
The elaboration score is not reliable (see Table III). 
Teacher I~ 
· Teacher Data . . . . Three years of teaching experience 
B. S. Degree 
TABIE TIIII 
TAB LE OF CQ1:P;\RI SOY BY T-SCORE OF TEACJ-JER 11l!1 1 
AND S'l'UD:SIJTS OF TIACESR n1'F1 FOR 
FDJEI·JCY, FIEXIBILITY, ORI GII:;LIT.f !d ill EIABOP.ATIOH 
(FIGUPJ1. L FORlI A) 
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Fluency Flex5.t .j_lit•' Ori f1i nalitv Elaboration 
l: 0 62 65 52 
E l 43 46 40 
E2 41 41 h2 
l~l 3 50 51 44 
l~ 4 45 46 45 
Students a.verage 45 46 43 
me2_n T-score s 
Ea.jo_r Findj..nr:: s 
. I·k>te 
1. In t he area of f l uency, Tec.cher 11 1rr1 scored 26% 
higher tl~an t!:e average of his students . 
2. I n the 2.re2. of fleyJ.bilit;.~ , t his teacher scored 
29% hi[ ber t!:an t he averc..[ e of his students. 
3. In t t e a r ea of ori[ i!lali t y , t:r.e tec:.cher scored 
167£ hii:her t han the average of his students. 
4. In elabor2.tion, tr.e tea.er.er scored 17% lower 







The elaboration score is not reliable (see Table III). 
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In order to procure a more r,raphic relationship, Table XIX 
was designed, encompassing the four areas of creativity (fluency, 
flexibility , originality, elaboration). Teacherrs scores were 
listed in rank order from high to l-0w in each of the four areas 
and i:,he teacher's average student group scores were listed 
alongside t he teacher ' s score. Two factors significant to Table 
x:a are: 
1) A line has been established below at t he 
mean T-Score of 50 in order to divide the 
2) 
above average a.nd t he below c..verage 
teacher scores. 
Starred teachers a.nd student scores indicate 
hi[h school , (tenth throu[h twelfth r,rades ), 
rarJ:ing in relationship to t he junior· bigh 
school scores not starred. 
TABIE XJX 
RANKING OF TEACHERS BY T-·SCOP..ES FOR 
FIDENCY' FIEXIBILITY' ORIGDJALITY Arm EIABORATION FROM 
HIGH OF fjl TO LOW OS #13 WITH THE AVERAGE NEAN T-SCORE OF 
TEACHER 1 S STUDENTS GROUPS I N AN.A.LOGY 
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FIDENCY FIEXIBILITY ORIG I NA LI TY EIABORATION 
------- ----- ------- ----- ------ ----·- ------- -----·----. . 
Teacher Student1 Teacher Student Teacher Student Teacher Student 
1 H-65 H-59 H-68 H-56 H-73 H-56 -lW-68 ·Y·F-46 
2 E-62 E-45 1~-65 !'~-46 J-62 J-46 -::-D-65 -~D-49 
3 .;:-B-60 -)fB-47 I-59 I-53 -::-B-58 -:cB-39 C-62 C-59 
4 ~-A-59 " ' ·47 .,,-11- C-54 C-60 ~-A-56 -><A-44 K-55 K-40 
5, J-57 J-46 J-53 J- 46 -lcD-53 -l:D-49 -l'.-:S-52 .;:-E-58 
6. -~D-54 -la::l-48 -lcD-51 .;:-D-50 :r.:-52 E-43 I-50 I-53 
7 I-54 I-57 -::-F-50 -l<F-41 
I 
C-61 G-51 J-49 J-48 
8 G-50 C-63 I -::-A-49 -:~.-45 I-47 I-50 H-48 E-56 
9, -lcF-45 -l::f-40 ~"--B-47 -l<B-41 -lff-42 -l(f'-42 -i:·B-44 -1:£-46 
10. -:<c-39 -l~-1+8 "~ 44 i \b- J -l£ -50 -lCC-41 -J:-C-46 H-42 H-47 
11. -::-E-38 ~E-48 K-42 K-52 K-39 K-50 'CC-40 -:<c-51 
12. K-38 K-50 L-39 L-42 -lFE-39 -lf.S-48 -lcA-39 -lCfi.-44 
13. L-29 K-44 -l'C-32 -liC-52 .. L-37 L-47 L-34 L-50 
f.'.8.jor Findinf s 
· Fluencv: 
1. Eight out of thirteen tec.chers scored above 
the mean T-score of 50, whereas only four of 
the t hirteen student group average mean score 
was above the mean T-score of 50. 
2. Of the eight teachers scoring above the average 
me2J1 T-score onl y three or 37. 5% of their 
students scored si..rrrularly. 
3. Five teachers scored celow t he mean T-score of 
50, four or 20% of t l:e student groups scored 
hir:her or above t l:e te2.cher score. At the 
sane time t he students did not score above the 
mean T-score 50. 
4. Of the six senior hi gl-1. Ci.rt teachers evaluated, 
only three scored above t he r:ie2.n T-score of 50. 
5. Of t he six senior hi c;h student groups evaluated., 
none scored above t he nean T-score 50. 
6. Of t he six senior hi ph te2.c~ 1 er and student 
groups evalua.ted, onl y t·wo or 33.3;: of the 
student groups scored above t he teachers score. 
Flexibility : 
1. Seven of the t hirteen teachers scored c:.bove the 
mean T-score of 50, with the saP.:e rn.1Tc.ber of 
student groups scorinr, above same me2n T.:..score. 
2. Of t he seven teachers scorinf above t he average 
mean T-score , onl::- four or 57 .1% of t heir 
students scored the s2.r::.e. 
3. Of t he six teacl:ers scorinr. below t he F.ec.n 
T-score of 50, five or 71.5~ of their student 
groups e.verac:e scores scored hi cher or above 
t he teachers score. r::\m of t he student groups 
scored a.bove t he rrcean T-score of 50. 
4. Of the six senior l":i[ b art teachers evaluated, 
onl:-r two scored slightly above t he mean T-score 
of 50. 
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5. Of the six senior high student groups, t hree 
scored slightly above t he mean score of 50. 
6. Of t he four senior hi fh school art teachers 
scorine below t he I!'.ee.n T-score of 50, only 
two scored slightly above t he mean T-score 
of 50. 
7. Of the six senior hi gh teachers 2.nd student 
groups evaluated, only t wo or 33 .3% of t he 
student groups scored above t he teacher's 
score. 
Ori&inality : 
1. Seven of the t hirteen teachers scored above 
the mec;.n T-score of 50, with onl~.r four of the 
thirteen student 0-roups scoring above t he mean 
T-score of 50. 
2. Of the seven teachers scoring above t he average 
mec:.n T-score, onl:· hro or 18 . 5% of their 
students scored sid.larly. 
J. Of t he six teachers scorinc below the nean 
T-score of 50, one of tf~e student groups l:c.d 
ic\entic.::.l scores wit:! tl-~ E: te2.cher . rive or 
83. 3;.; of tl:e student _xoups scored above the 
teachers score, with two student c;roups .:~bove 
the :r:1ean T-score of 50. 
4. Of the six senior hi [h art teachers evaluated, 
t hree scored above the r:ean T-score of 50. 
5. Of t he six senior hi{!:-: student rroups scored, 
none scored above t l:e mean T-score of 50. 
6. Of the six senior hi gh c.rt teachers and t l:.eir 
student r,roups, one croup scored identical 
with the teacters and two groups or 33.3% 
scored above te~cher scores. 
Elaboration: -------
1. Due to t he insufficiyncy of relia ~ ility within 
t he elaboration sequence of t!:e test) no 
relations~ip c~n be established. 
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Conclusion 
1) Teacher : s years of e:lq)erience have little .or no 
relationship to the creative potentials sampled. 
2) Teachers having masters def ree and, :or e.ddi tional 
credits beyond t he Baccal aureate did not perform 
at a higher level. 
3) The sa..mplings from t he test provided indications 
e.s to t he creative potential of each teacher and 
each student tested. Eowever , statistical anal ysis 
clearly shows , if it can be assW1led t hat t he 
reli ability of the scores c.re dependable , t hat the 
creative ootential of t he tea. cher is not directly 
related to t t e creative uotential of t he student 
and t he quali t3r of c:.rt worl: produced in t he art 
pro,sr ar .. 
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Puroose of Studv 
CHAPTER V 
SUI:iEARY AIJD COr.ICIDSIOlTS 
The purpose of this study was to examine possible relationships 
between the creative levels of the teachers and the creative levels 
of the students .as measured by_ the TOHRA1·JC2 TEST OF CHEATIVE 
Tl-IINKING, FIGUW-.L FOK~ A. The purpose was to determine if the 
creative levels of both the teachers and students were significantly 
related and have an effect ut>On the qualities of the student art 
work produced. 
T'neoretical Dimension and Ll.rritations 
It was theorized that the creative potential ability possessed 
by the teachers mc.y be reflected in the creative production of the 
students. 
Design of Stud7 
Prior to the testing procedure, student art work in three hit;h 
schools, involvint, six teachers wc.:.s evaluated within ten areas of 
two-dimensional art work by a team of three evaluators, in order to 
deternine the qualities of the art work produced within the art 
pro gr c..w • 
During the l ast week of school, thirteen teachers and one of 
their classes participated in the TORilAHC:S T?ZST OF CF.2ATIVITY, 
FIGURAL FOPJ-1 A . 
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Upon compl.etion of the tests, the tests were scored by a five 
member team using the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, 
(Directions l~anual and Scoring Guide) Figural Test Booklet A, 
Research Edition. 
Conclusion <:.nd RecomrJ.endations 
The findings Here based on the results of t he form QUALITIES 
OF STUDENT 1'>RT 1·J'ORK (see Appendix VII). The three art programs in 
the three high schools ranl:ed very close in all ten areas, averaging 
between 3. 4 and 3. 9, on · e. 5 point scale, indica.ting above average 
art proerams. 
'I"ne findinc;s based on t h e results of Torrance Test of 
Crea.tivity, (Figural Form A) este.blished that a relationship 
between teachers s coring c.t t he upper and lower ends oi' the T-score 
scale have little or no rel2.tionship to the scores of the students. 
Tea.chers scorinc close to the E'.ec:m T-score of 50 have a closer 
relationshin i.·rith t heir student scores. 
Tne six hi[h school art te2.chers and their classes ranked 
equa.lly 2.bove and equally below the meaJ1 T-score of 50. 
Based on the findin[ s obtained from both t he QUALITISS OF TEE 
1\RT PROGRAH and TORRAi;CE'S TEST OF CPEATIVITf., the ob jectives did 
not correlate. The data i ndicated that the creative potentials of 
both the te2.c:...1 er and student did not reflect the quaLi.ty of t he art 
progran. The:refo1·e .other unlmOim factors must have affected the 
art program. 
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The Author's Conclusions 
The results of this study are significant to the writer 
even though the results obtained do not reflect upon the qualities 
of :the art program. 
This study was restricted, using ori..ly one test which sampled a 
small segment of the teacher-student population~ In order to obtain 
rr~re conclusive results, and to establish more significant findings, 
one would have to sanple other facets pertinent to creativity and 
the production of creative 1·rorks at both the teacher and student 
. levels. Factors which e.re related, althoug..11 impossible to salr.ple, 
are personal qualities such as : 
1) Individual enthusiasm on t he part of the 
teacher and student. 
2) Values placed upon individual develoument 
b;,r the tec:.cher. 
3) The ability of the tee.cher to transl ate 
the personal lc.ngua5e of c.rt into linquistics 
that his students can discover at their 
particular developmental level. 
4) The encourai;er::.ent the tec..cher 1 s emphe.size to 
his students for self-discovery through media 
exploration, subject search, learninr, to 
evaluat e and l:.nowing what to look for in art. 
From the findings obtained it can be established that the 
number of ye2.rs of te2.ching experience or the educational status 
of t he teacher 2.re not factors significant to a quality art 
progra.lTI.. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
A number of implications for further study have developed 
during the study and preparation of this paper. 
1. This 1vas a small sampling based on a single test. 
Further and more elaboratt studies rrBy indicate a 
higher correlation. 
2. This sarnple was small, but sampled students who 
had contact with a teacher for a m .. ini.mum of one 
semester. A larger sarr.ple could produce different 
results. 
3. In order to obtain more conclusive results a pre-
t est and post-test should be executed in order t o 
sample any changes significant to creativity 
between testing dates. 
4. There is a need to discover more effective means 
of sampling and scoring creativity at all levels 
of education. Further study should be established 
at all levels and areas of education. 
5. In order to obtain a ir.ore uriiversaJ a.nd complete 
study, a correlation stould be established between 
t he mental age, chronological age, intelligence 
quotient, and creative potentials . 
6. Further study would be relevant considering 
environmental levels of individuals (monetary, 
race, geographical locations, etc.). 
7. Further study could correlate creative potenti als 
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APPEl.ffiIX II 
TEST I NSTRUCTIONS 
(Please read the following instructions before administering the test) 
Pass out the booklets and have each individual fill in the blanks at 
the top of page one quite carefully . have each student check his test 
making sure there are eight pages to the test - the cover is page one. 
Chances are there ~_a.y be IT~re than needed and if this should occur---re-
move extra pages and return them with the completed tests. 
After t he identifyi_r1g information on page one has been provided , r ead 
these instructions to the students : (All statements in caps should be 
read to the students in proper sequence of testing). 
I H THIS BOOKIET AHE TBR23 Hl'J'-;:P:SSTIEG TH I J":GS FOR YCU 
TO DO. J\ LI. OF TI:'EI; HILL GIVE YOU l' CHA I:CJ TO USE YOUR 
IlIAGD 1'1. Tim-: TO THil:K O? ID:'.i:AS AFD TO PUT TIG:: TCGETH:ER 
I N V!tRIOUS :..rAYS . I N EACE ACTI VI TY' 1_. 3 ·.nuJT YOJ TO 
TBINK OF TH:S HOST IlITER3STiifG nm UI'JUSUI' .. L m::=AS YOU 
CAN - IDEAS Tit\T PO O!::E :SLSZ Il r THIS GRCUP ~TILL TI-lI!!'f. 
OF. AFTER YOU THDX OF MJ IDE.A KEEP ADDDTG TO IT AI·:D 
BUILD IT UP SO 'l'H1' .. T IT WILL TELL TIIE !:OST IlTTSRESTIIJG 
AND EXCITD~G STORY POSSIBLE. 
YCU HILL B:S GIVE.:~ J\ Til'...B LDIIT ON EAC}. J..CTIVITY, SO 
1·::.ARE: GOCD USE OF YCUR Til 2 . \·!ORK FAST BUT DC?,Jf T RUSH . 
TRY TO KE:SP Ti ii lJ(Ii:G OF ID:L:AS , BUT I? YCU RUE CUT · OF 
IDE.AS BEFORE TEE I S CALIZD SIT QUIBTLY Al!D WAIT UN-
TIL YOU MIE TOW TO 'TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE . 
IF .. YOU HlcVE ANY QUESTim.s AFT.SR lE START' DON'T SPEAK 
C:UT LOUD. PJ1. ISE YOUR HArm Mill I SEJ.I.J, c orn.: TO YCUR 
DESK Arill TRY TO AHS~BR YCUR QUESTICES. 
If there are no questions at this point, proceed with the first 
activity . If there are questions concerning the instructions, attempt t o 
satisfy them by repeating t~e instructions in words that the person will 
understand or by elaborating upon the instructions in the printed booklet. 
Avoid giving examples or illustrations of 11 rr.odel resixmses 11 • This tends to 
Using a stop watch, allow TEN MINUTES before calling time. Ask the 
group to turn to page 4, Activity 2, PICTURE COMPIBTION. Again, ask the 
group to read the instructions as you read them aloud. 
BY ADDING LII'iES TO THE I n ::: rnPIETE FIGURES ON THIS AND THE 
NEXT PAGE, YOU CAN SKETCH SOEE IHTEP3STING OBJECTS OR PIC-
TURES. AGAIN, TRY TO THINK OF sm:E PICTUEE OR OBJECT THAT 
NO otE ELSE WILL TIII1:1\ OF . rRY TO HilKE I T TELL AS COH-
PIBTE AND AS INTERESTING A STORY AS YOU CAH BY ADDING TO 
AND BUILDIIJG 00' YOUR FIRST IDEA. EAKE UP AN I NTEHESTING 
TITIE FOR EACH OF YOUR DRAWINGS AND WRITE IT AT THE 
BOTTOE OF EACH BLOCK NEXT TO THE NlJI.ffiZR OF THE F IGUF.E • 
ALL RIGHT, GO AHEAD! YOU WILL PJl VS TEN HINUTES. 
If sorr£ examinees are upset by the fact that they did not finish, 
reassure them very sim.ply by saying something like the following: 1?I 
notice that you work in different ways. Some of you finished all ten of 
your drawings very quickly and then went back and added other idea s. Some 
of you finished only a few of the drawings but you made each of them tell a 
very complete story. Continue to work in what9ver way is nat'.l!'al and com-
fortable for you. 11 
Using a stop watch, allow TEN MI NUTES before calling time. Ask the 
pupils to turn to page 6, Activity 3, LINES. Again, have the group read the 
instructions as you read them aloud: 
IN TEN NINUTES SEE HOW EANY OBJECTS OR PICTUHES YOU CAN 
gpJm FROH nm PAIRS OF VERTICAL STP.AIGHT LHJES BELO~·l AND 
ON THE NEXT TJ.IO PAGES. TEE PAIRS OF STP..AIGHT LINES SHOULD 
BE THE 1'·~.AIN PART OF HEA'I'EVER YOU E.\KE . l'IITH PENC IL OR 
BALLPOINT PEN ADD LINES TO TEE PAIRS OF LiliES TO CONPIETE 
YOOR PICTURE. YOU CAN PLACE HARKS BETIL~EN THE LINES, ON 
THE LHES, AND OUTSIDE THE LDIES-l1!HEREVER YOU 1IM1IT TO I N 
ORDER TO EAKE YCUR PICTUP3 . TRY TO THH'K OF THI NGS THAT 
NO ONE EIS:S WILL THINK OF . EAKE AS 11''\NY DIFFERE!JT PIC-
TURES OR OB£CTS t,S YOU CAN AND PUT AS EAl:Y IDEAS AS YOU 
CAN HJ EACH OlZ . J:..:AKE · nrz1.~ TELL AS COI-.:PIZTS AND AS 
HJTERESTING A STORY AS YOU CAN. ADD NAMES OR TITLES I N 
W.E SPACES PROVIDED . 
ALL RIGHT, GO AHEAD. YOU HA VE TEN l·.'.INUTES. 
reduce originality and in some cases it even reduces the number of responses 
produced. Above all, attempt to maintain a friendly, comfortable, warm 
relationship with the group. 
Ask the class to turn to page 2, Activity 1, PICTURE CONSTRUCTION. 
Ask those who can to read the instructions with you, continuing as follows: 
BELO\'! IS A PIECE OF COLOR5D PA PER I N THE FORH OF A 
CURVED SB.APE . THINK OF A PICTlh'-ill OR AN OBJECT lT.tUCH 
YOO CAN DFl)J:J 1JITH THIS PIECE OF PAPER AS A PART. ON 
THE BACK OF THES~ SHAPES IS A GUl ~ ,-1..D: !ES IVE • LOOK . 
Examiner demonstrates, holding a test bookl et so examinees can watch, 
how the shape is to be removed from page 2, and the shape affixed to page 3. 
Exaniiner should avoid actually placing the shape on page 3 since this could 
influence t he pupils in the positioning of their shapes. 
NOH YOU CAN STICK YOUR COLOP2:D SE.APE lri-IBREVER YCU HANT 
IT TO EAKE TEE PICTUEE YOU :HAVE . rJ 1-:nill . STICI~ YCXJRS 
ON TP3 NEXT PAGE (page 3) l,nERE Y(JJ H.t.l·IT IT AND PRESS 
DOHN ON IT. TI-Gl'J ADD LHIB:S )'/ITH YOUR PE~lC IL OR PZN 
TO LAKE YCUR mm PICTU.R.!'!: . 
TRY TO THINK OF A PICTURE TPJ~ T NO m!E EIS'R WILL THINK 
OF. KEEP ADDDIG NZU IBEAS TO YaJR FIRST IDSAN TO 10\KE 
IT TELL AS I NTERESTI NG AND EXCITIEG STORY AS YOO CAN. 
WHEN YOU HAVE c o:,'.PIZTED YOUR PICTUP..2' THillK UP A NAHE 
OR TITIE FOR IT AlJD \!RITZ IT AT TP.3 EOTTOE OF THE PAGE 
IN THE SPACE PROVIBED . 1-J~KE YOUR TITIE AS CLEV2R MID 
UNUSUAL AS POSSIBLE . USE IT TO HELP YOU TELL YOUR 
STORY . 
GO AJIBAD WITH YOUR PICTUP..E, JY,KH!G IT DIFFE.B..ENT FROt-1 
ANYO!-!E ELSE'S Al]) l'Ji.KI FG IT TILL AS CO!-TIBTE AND AS 
INTEPESTH.:G A STORY AS POSSIBLE. YOU WILL EAVE TEN 
EII-TIJ TES • 
Eost examinees will be anxious to begin, so answer questions as expeditiously 
as possible and permit them to begin worlr..ing. At the end of about nine 
minutes, pupils who have not yet entered a title for their drawing on the 
line at the bottom of page 3 may be reminded that they are to do so and 
encour&ged t o accomplish it. 
Although instructions have indicated that the activity includes 
three pages and instructions are given to 11go on to the next page, 11 some 
children will not grasp this fact and will ask about it or have to be 
reminded. This may occur even in testing college students and adults, so 
be alert to this possibility. Time the Activity very carefully, using a 
stop i·.ratch, if possible. 
After TEN MINUTES , call time and collect booklets. If the children 
were unable to write their ovm titles or labels, be prepared to interview 
each child briefly to obtain titles or l abels . otherwise reliable scoring 
will not be possible. 
\·n1en all the tests have been collected along with extra pages and 
extra tests provided, place them in the envelope in which they came. Re-
move the attached card and t apes from card with teachers name, period of 
test, etc. and place it in the envelope. Seal the envelope and if tape is 
needed please use it so the envelope will not open in transit. Send the 
envelope with its contents to the ART OFFICE, BOARD OF EDUCATION on the 
very next delive!"'J. 
Thank you for your tiL1e, cooperation and willingness in this sequence 
of testing. 
SCORING WORKSHEET APPENDIX III 
TORRANCE TESTS OF CREATIVE THINKING, FIGURAL FORMS A and B 
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APPENDIX V 
HIGH SCHOOL ART PROGRAH EVAIDATION SHEET 
In your visit to the three Hi gh School Art Rooms and Art Exhibits I 
would like to have you evaluate the total "2-D " sequence of art work; be 
it watercolor, oils, tempera, ink or !'encil drawings, etc. l'ihat I's look-
ing for is a eva,luation of t hose characteristics which are present in all 
works of art and the degree to which these i te1ns are present within each 
of the Hi e.b School Prograi.~s. The characteristics to be evaluated are as 
follows : rl ~ qJ 
H Q) 
+> +> ~ U) >-! 
<tl Q) Q) 
r£l 0 i=i 
1. Knowledge of 111.a .. teria.l . ... ..... c ••••••••••••••• 
2. Use of niaterial ................. • ............ . 
3. Knowledge of composition (Elements of Desi gn). _____ _ 
4. Use of cor2position (2:lements of Design) ••••••• _____ _ 
5. Variety of approaches to media •••••••••••••••• _____ _ 
6. Originality of art work •••••••••••••••••.••••• _____ _ 
7. Freedom of expression ......................... _____ _ 
8. Completeness of visual statement •••••••••••••• ______ . 
9. General impact of art ·work •••••••••••••••••••• _____ _ 
10. Display of art work (1.:atting and Framing ) ••.•• _____ _ 
The evaluation should be rr~de according to the following stale-
l =low, 2=below average, 3=average h=above average 5=excellent 
Viewi ng tine of the ey.hi bi ts: .East Hi gh Art Exhibit & Auction (Eay 14-
6:30-10:00), Denfeld Hi gh Art E7.hibit and Auction (Eay 13 - 6:00-9:00), 
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OF +.08 
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